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Welcome
Mark Brazaitis, friend & WVU Colleague

Reading: HD' s " Sea Violet"
Lara Farina, friend & WVU colleague

Reflection: Eccleciasticus, Chs 38-39
Rudy Almasy, friend & former chair of English

Remembrance
Andrea Soccorsi, friend, former student, &
WVU c olleague

Remembrance
Teresa Pershing, friend and former student

Remembrance
Patricia (Pat) Nolan, college friend

Remembrance
Mark Brazaitis, friend & WVU Colleague

Reading: Auden' s " A Summer Night" (excerpt)
Tim Sweet, friend & WVU colleague

Additional Memories
We invite others to share their stories at the podium

Please enjoy refreshments and continue to celebrate Dennis. Thank you
to the English Department for sponsoring this event.

Sea Violet
H. D. - 1886-1961

The white violet
is scented on its stalk,
the sea-violet
fragile as agate,
lies fronting all the wind
among the torn shells
on the sand-bank.
The greater blue violets
flutter on the hill,
but who would change for these
who would change for these
one root of the white sort?
Violet
your grasp is frail
on the edge of the sand-hill,
but you catch the light—
frost, a star edges with its fire.

A Summer Night 1933 (excerpt)
W.H. Auden- 1907-1973
Out on the lawn I lie in bed,
Vega conspicuous overhead
In the windless nights of June,
As congregated leaves complete
Their day's activity; my feet
Point to the rising moon.
Lucky, this point in time and space
Is chosen as my working-place,
Where the sexy airs of summer,
The bathing hours and the bare arms,
The leisured drives through a land of farms
Are good to a newcomer.
Equal with colleagues in a ring
I sit on each calm evening
Enchanted as the flowers
The opening light draws out of hiding
With all its gradual dove-like pleading,
Its logic and its powers
That later we, though parted then,
May still recall these evenings when
Fear gave his watch no look;
The lion griefs loped from the shade
And on our knees their muzzles laid,
And Death put down his book

If you would like to contribute to Dennis’s legacy, please read about
the Dennis W. Allen Memorial Fund: https://www.rememberingdennis.org/memorial-fund

From Susan Jennings Lantz
If it hadn’t been for Dennis, I wouldn’t watch films and think about comparison of
reality to a movie theater like the comparison of reality to Plato’s Cave.
If it hadn’t been for Dennis, I wouldn’t have watched on January 6 and thought, “My
God…it is Baudrillard and the simulacra and simulation being played out before my
very eyes!”
If it hadn’t been for Dennis, I would never have gone back and started reading F.
Scott Fitzgerald. Or Faulkner. Or watched all the old Hitchcock and Marilyn Monroe
movies. If it hadn’t been for Dennis, I wouldn’t be able to enjoy pop culture as much
as I do.
If it hadn’t been for Dennis, I wouldn’t really understand the ways in which world
politics and culture are based in so many ways on shiny (dangerous) myths from past
centuries.
It breaks my heart that Dennis is gone. He lives on in all the students he
influenced. As long as we are alive and thinking our deep thoughts and talking about
them. . . he is too.
From Pat O’Donnell
Dennis was for me the embodiment of life, liveliness, living. I first met him at a
conference at Arizona State--one of those gatherings of high-powered theoreticians
and their acolytes (neither Dennis nor I being among these). I remember spotting a
man with a crinkled, wry look about him. The wry look turned into the largest smile I
had ever seen and heartiest laugh I had ever heard as we discussed the perils of
conferencing and the folly of mankind in general. I didn't know then that my newly
found conference friend would become a colleague in the English Department at
WVU when I moved there in 1989. We renewed our friendship immediately, and
dubbed ourselves Spike, Sr. (me) and Spike, Jr. (Dennis)-- aka Big Spike and Little
Spike, Dennis's inspiration of course--as an affectionate sendup of academic power
differentials and honorifics.
I often miss those days, and miss my colleagues at WVU, but above all I miss
Dennis, who brought with him empathy, wit, and that slight sardonic edge that in the
end makes for wisdom.
From Jonathan Eburne
Dennis Allen was the most wickedly joyful scholar I have ever met, hands down.
He also had the most astoundingly long head I’ve ever seen. It would have been a
phrenologist’s dream: an ideational forehead ascending toward the sublime; the
strong jaw refusing to abandon the worldly. I miss that head. I miss his face, and I
miss the ebullient person and thinker whom I was grateful to know as a collaborator
and as a friend.
In remembering him today with admiration and fondness, I imagine him . . jumping
up and down and laughing. If you’ve ever heard Dennis laugh, you will know what a
tonic it is. I miss you, Dennis.

